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A great sweater is an excellent addition to any wardrobe. You may dream of big, bulky pullovers when it’s snowing, but chunky knits are unflattering to pretty much
everyone – plus size women included. That doesn’t mean stylish sweaters don’t exist. A fine gauge knit can drape over your curves like your best dress or your
favorite tee. A thin sweater can look great on its own, or can fit under another layer without adding bulk.
Cushie b offers a few sweaters that flatter every figure. Universally flattering women’s clothing is about as common as a unicorn. We’re all shaped so differently. Yet
Cushie b has pulled it off and brought us some sweaters that you’ll want to pull on again and again.

Oversize Dropped Shoulder Sweater
Deep breaths now. The words “oversize” and “dropped shoulder” may trigger 1980s flashbacks, but this is no retro baggy shirt you’ll
be swimming in. Back in the day, we wore oversize tops to hide our curves and it was not a great look. Cushie b’s Oversize
Dropped Shoulder Sweater gives your curves room without hiding your shape.
This sweater has a polished, yet comfortable look. It’s just what you need for a casual outing when you want to look relaxed yet still
put together.
The yoke is sheer knitted lace with just a hint of shine. The body is knit from 100% extra fine merino wool, which means that it’s
super soft. Yet it will hold its shape.
Cushie b’s Oversize Dropped Shoulder Sweater comes in navy/teal, silver grey/black and wine/deep red.

Drape Sweater
Cushie b’s Drape Sweater is a more sophisticated version of your favorite summer tee. The shape of the sweater follows your
natural curves. There’s extra room around the hips for pear shaped women, and extra fabric around the hips for inverted triangle
shaped women to balance their tops. It defines the waist for rectangle shaped women and skims over the stomach of apple shaped
women.
The short sleeves make this sweater great for spring and fall and even cool summer evenings. In cooler weather, you can wear it
under a cardigan or jacket.
The Drape Sweater is knit from Italian rayon/nylon, so it’s soft and durable. It’s available in turquoise and black.

Wardrobe Basics That Aren’t So Basic
Cushie b’s sweaters are so versatile that you’ll wear them as often as those plain longsleeved tees that go with everything. They’re
anything but boring, yet they’ll stay in style long enough to be worth the investment. Even your pullover sweaters can be something really special.
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